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Abstract. This paper presents several results concerning equi-

continuity of a pointwise-bounded family of linear transformations

on a Banach space. The first is the following generalization of the

Banach-Steinhaus Theorem: Let {r„|aG^4} be a pointwise-

bounded family of linear transformations from a Banach space X

to a normed linear space Y, and assume that, for each aG.A, Ta is

continuous on a closed subspace 5« of X. Then 3 on, • • • , an(£A

such that the family is equicontinuous on flí-i-S**- The second

theorem deals with a pointwise-bounded family of linear trans-

formations from a Banach space X to a normed linear space with a

continuous bilinear mapping into another normed linear space.

The others deal with homomorphisms of Banach algebras.

The purpose of this paper is to present several theorems illustrating

a method by which equicontinuity can be deduced from pointwise-

boundedness, for families of linear transformations whose domain is a

Banach space.

The first theorem simultaneously generalizes the classical Banach-

Steinhaus Theorem and a Uniform Boundedness Theorem of Pták

[4]-

Theorem 1. Let £F= {Ta\aEA } be a pointwise-bounded family of

linear transformations from a Banach space X to a normed space Y.

Let Sa be a closed subspace of X such that Ta\ Sa is continuous, V aEA.

Then 3 <x\, • • • , anEA such that ff is equicontinuous on fl*=i Sai.

Proof. For xEX let M(x) = sup{||Pa:x;|| |aG^4}, and let r(a)

denote the norm of Ta restricted to Sa. Assume the theorem false.

Then, given any finite set of pairs (Si, Pi), • • • , (Sp, Tp) with TkE$

nonzero and continuous on the closed subspace Sk, i^k^p, and

given any constant M>0, there is a TE'S and xE0t=i 5* with

||íc|| SSI, || rx|| > M, and || Tkx\\ ̂ liorl^k^p.
Since 5 is not equicontinuous on any Sa, choose PiGff and

XiEX   with   ||jci||^l,   ||PiXi||>4.   Inductively,   choose   sequences
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{xn|ra = l, 2, • ■ ■ }ÇA-, {rn|« = l, 2, ...}ÇîF with ||xn||^l,

XnEP&Z] Sk for re^2, where Sk is the closed subspace on which

Tk is continuous, and ||r*x„]|^l for l^k^n — 1, \\Tnxn\\>

2B(re+l +X)"-Í 2~'M(xj)). Let x =2~lt-i 2~kxk, by completeness, xEX.

For re^2, ||r„x|| =||2-Tnxn+^:Î 2-*Tnxk + Tn(2Z?-n+i 2-***)||. But

^^w + l=^Xi£5n, and since 5„ is closed and Tn\ S„ is continuous,

^«(ZXn+i 2-***) =X)t°=»+i 2~kTnxk, and so

II r.*|| ̂  Ml r„x„|| - £ 2-*|| r„**|| - £ 2-*|| r,*4||
*-l i=n+l

^ 2-" ["2" (»+1 + "¿ 2-*JÍ (**) Y| - £ 2-*M(xk) -   ¿  2-*,
L        \ i_l /J jt-l i-n+l

since l^k^n — l=>\\T„xk\\^M(xk) and feew-r-l=^||T,7iX*|| SI. So,

||r»x|| ggre + l —y^"-n-i-i 2_*>re, contradicting the pointwise-bounded-

nessofíF.    Q.E.D.

The Banach-Steinhaus Theorem occurs when Sa=X, Va£^4,

and the Pták Theorem when each Ta has closed null-space N(Ta),

andSa = N(Ta), VaEA.

The second theorem concerns mappings into a space with a con-

tinuous bilinear form, and is proved in a similar fashion.

Definition. A relation xJ.y on a normed linear space is called

an orthogonality relation if x_Ly and x±z=>x-Ly+z, x_Ly and a a

scalar^X-Lay, and x_L x„ for re = l, 2, • • • ; x„—>Xo=>xJ_Xo. Given

an orthogonality relation _L on a normed linear space X, and

given also x£.X", we define S±(x) to be the closed linear subspace

\yEX\xLy\.

Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space, Y, Z normed linear spaces and

let 5 = {Ta\ aEA } be a pointwise-bounded family of linear transforma-

tions from X to Y. Let -L be an orthogonality relation on X, and let

q:YX Y—+Z be a continuous bilinear (or conjugate-linear) form. Assume

that for each (a, x)EA XX, the maps y-+q(Tax, Tay) is continuous on

S±(x). Then 3 Xi, • • • , xnEX such that 1 ̂ i¿j¿n=>XiJ-Xj and

3M>0suchthataEA, x£DLi S±(xk)^\\q(Tax, Tax)\\ ^ Af||*|| ||rax||.

Proof. Assume the theorem is false. We assert that, given a finite

set xi, • • • , XnEX with x,J-x,- for l^i^j^n, M>0, and a finite

set Ti, ■ ■ • , r„£ff, there is an xEX and TE$ with x,J_x (1 ̂ i^n),

\\x\\^í,\\q(Tkxk,Tkx)\\^\\Tkxk\\ (lá*án),and||í(7,x,r*)||>Afl|r*||.
For yEX, define M(y) = sup{]|ray|| \aEA }, and for (x, a)EXXA,
define
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r(x,a) - mi{o\yESHx)=*\\q(Tax, Tay)\\ £ o\\Tax\\ \\y\\}.

We can assume that, for í^k^n, r(xk, k)5¿Q, for otherwise the re-

quirement that Hg^PfcX*, P*x)|| á||P***|| is trivially satisfied. By

assumption, we can find yG-STwith Xk -Ly (l^k^n) and TE$ with

\\q(Ty, Py)||>7Af||y|| || 7y||, where7 = max(r(xi, 1), • • • ,r(xn,n), 1).

Letx = (7|]y|])_1y, then clearly ||x|| ¡£1. We also have

\\q(Tx, Tx)\\ = (TlWIHIîCTy. Ty)\\ > (y\\y\\)-hM\\Ty\\ \\y\\

and, for 1 ̂ k^n,

\\q(TkXk, Tkx)\\ = (y\\y\\)-l\\q(TkXk, Tky)\\

ú(y~H=Ck,k))\\y\\-ÍTkXk\\\\y\\ ¡5 ||7Vft||.

Assuming the theorem false, choose XiEX, TiE$ with ||xi||isl,

||g(7V)Ci, PiXi)|| >4||Pi*i||. Having chosen xu ■ ■ ■ , x„_! and Tx, • ■ ■ ,

P„_i, choose xnEX, T„E5 with|| x„|| gil, x¿-L xn, ||g(7\-x<, 7\x„)||

<||rixi||forlgíára-land

\\q(Tnxn, Tnxn)\\ > 2»in + 1 + £ 2-kM(xk)\\\Tnxn\\.

Let x=y,r_i 2_tXi, by completeness, xEX. We can assume without

loss of generality that y, zGT=»||g(y, z)|| ^||y|| ||z[|. Then for each

integer n,

\\Tnx\\ llr.ac.ll à \\q(Tnxn, T„x)\\ = L( 7\a, Tn( ¿ 2"*** M

n-l

=    2-»q(Tnxn, Tnxn) + X) 2->q(Tnxn, TnXj)
y-i

\ \*=n+l // I I

Since 5J-(X„) is a closed subspace, £^«+l=>x*G.Sx(x„), and

y—*q(Tnxn, Tny) is continuous on S±(xn), so we see that

g(r„x„, T„(   ^  2-*xtj)=   J2 2_*g(7,nÄ;B, Tnxk).
\ \ k—n+1 // *-n+l

Now 1 ^k^n-l=>\\q(Tnxn, Tnxk)\\ ^\\Tnxn\\ \\Tnxk\\ ^Af(x*)||r„xB||

and k^n+l=>\\q(Tnxn, Tnxk)\\^\\Tnxn\\. So
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n-1

\\Tnx\\  ||r„Xn||   ä   2~"\\q(TnXn,  TnXn)\\   -   E Ml?^-*»'  T^)\\
*-l

00

-   X)  2-*\\q(Tnxn, TnXk)\\
k=n+l

> 2-[Wn + 1 + £ 2"*Jf (**))! || r.«»||

-Z2-*||rBxB||M(xi)- ¿ 2-*||r,«.||
t=l ¡fc-n+1

- ( » + 1 -   ¿ 2-M || rÄ|| > n\\ Tnxn\\ ;
\ k=n+l /

since T^x^O we have ||lBx||>re, contradicting the pointwise-

boundedness of ff.    Q.E.D.

Although the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem and its uses are well

known, the second theorem is a bit more obscure. The following is

an example of its utility. Let H, K be Hilbert spaces, T:H-+K a linear

map such that (x, y)=0 in H=$\ (Tx, Ty)\ ^C||x|| ||y||. Then T is

continuous. Theorem 2 yields the existence of Xi, • • • , x„ such that

(x, x*)=0 for lg,k¿n=>\(Tx,Tx)\^M\\Tx\\\\x\\, and so ||rx|[2
^M||Tx|| [|x||=>||rx|| ^j|f||x|[. Letting B denote the closed subspace

spanned by Xi, • • • , xn, we have H = B®BX, and r|5x is continuous.

But B is finite dimensional, and so T\ B is continuous, completing the

proof.

These techniques can also be applied to homomorphisms of Banach

algebras. One can modify the Main Boundedness Theorem of Bade

and Curtis to obtain

Theorem 3. Let {Ta\ctEA} be a pointwise-bounded family of

homomorphisms of a Banach algebra X into a Banach algebra Y.

Let {x„|re=l, 2, • • •}, {y„|re = l, 2, • • •} be sequences from X such

that xnym = Ofor ny^m. Then

sup{||ra(x„yB)||/||xB|| ||y.|| | a G A, n « 1, 2, • • • }< co.

Here we have used the formulation of the Main Boundedness

Theorem given in [l]. Techniques similar to those used in Theorem 1

will show that the theorems of [2 ] and [5 ] which relate to continuity

of a homomorphism also hold for equicontinuity of a pointwise-

bounded family of homomorphisms. For example, Theorem II.l of

[5] can be changed to show that every pointwise-bounded family of
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Banach algebra homomorphisms of a von Neumann algebra is equi-

continuous on a dense subalgebra.
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